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2021 CONVENTION

President:
Alexander Gordon
Danestone
Aberdeen

Our annual beekeeping convention, held on
6 November at the Aberdeen Airport Dyce
Hotel, was a great success. We were
privileged to hear from two experts in their
respective fields: Lead Bee Inspector for
Scotland, Luis Molero, and BBKA Master
Beekeeper, Graham Royle.
The Bee Cabin trade stand was busy, and
members took advantage of the generous
discount on equipment offered by Colin
especially for the occasion.

Chair:
Malcolm Watson
e-mail:
adbkachair@
gmail.com
Tel. 07901 515212
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gmail.com
Tel. 07768 244420

Hon. Secretary:
Jamie Evans
e-mail:
aberdeenbeekeepers
@gmail.com
Tel. 079200 98395

Hon. Treasurer:
John Adams
e-mail:
treasureradbka@
gmail.com
Tel. 01224868402

Membership
Secretary:
Erling watt
e-mail:
adbkamembership@
gmail.com
Tel. 074294 54572

Newsletter:
Graham Torrie
e-mail:
adbkanewsletter@
gmail.com
Tel. 07594 063703

In addition, ADBKA library books were borrowed, honey was purchased, quiz questions were
wrestled with, prizes won, and lunch and refreshments enjoyed.
Read more about the event on our website at 2021 Convention – Aberdeen and District
Beekeepers' Association (SCIO) (aberdeenbeekeepers.net)

2022 Introduction to
beekeeping course

PLEASE NOTE:
As a result of storm damage, the Crathes
estate remains closed to visitors. Regretfully,
we must therefore cancel our Winter
Varroa Treatment demonstration
scheduled for Saturday 11 December.

We are intending to hold the
‘Introduction to Beekeeping’ course as
usual in 2022, commencing in late
February, hopefully combining the best
aspects of online and face-to-face courses in recent years. There will be a reduced price
for ADBKA members. There are still a few details to be finalised so look out for
information on how to book in the January newsletter.
You will see in your 2022 programme card that we are planning to hold one day
‘Beginners Practical Courses’ in May 2022. These are intended to build on the Intro
course by imparting practical knowledge and by practising basic skills in an apiary
setting. Details will be available nearer the time. Places will be open to any member.

Jock and Meggie – aka Aberdeen Bee Supplies
On Friday 5th November, 2021, Aberdeen Bee Supplies sold off its existing stock and
transferred the principles of the Thorne Agency to Colin Devine, The Bee Cabin,
Bridge Cottage, Dess, Aboyne AB34 5BB.
The transfer includes the current register of Aberdeen Bee Supplies’ Thorne "wax
swap" account and the client's access to draw on the wax swap bank that currently
exists at Thorne Bee Supplies.
Thanks for your support over the last 20 years.
On behalf of all members, we wish to
express our great appreciation of the
Margaret and Jock McGregor
service that Jock and Meggie have
provided to north east beekeepers
over two decades. We wish them all
the best in their ‘retirement’.
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Members’ Events

DEMONSTRATION: WINTER VARROA TREATMENT
Saturday 11 December 2021 at 2.00pm
ADBKA Apiary, Crathes Castle
Come along to the apiary to learn about using oxalic acid trickle as a winter Varroa treatment. There will
also be the opportunity to look at oxalic acid sublimation equipment and discuss its use.
Park in the lower of the two car parks at Crathes Castle, walk up through the gap in the hedges and enter
the first gate on the right. All attendees must bring their own bee suit, gloves and proper footwear.
Please note, the practical demonstration will be weather dependent.

ABERDEEN AND DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION

WELCOME TO THE NEW YEAR and Q & A
Thursday 20 January 2022 at 7.00pm
Our first get-together of the new year will be a Zoom meeting when the committee will provide information
about the Association's plans for 2022. There will then be the opportunity for members to ask questions.
This is your chance to get help with any beekeeping problems you may have, or to share your thoughts on
the year ahead.
There’s no need to book. Just login via this link:
https://zoom.us/join
Meeting ID: 844 6268 6398
Passcode: 151093

THIS MONTH IN THE APIARY: DECEMBER
The important activity in December is the ‘mid-winter’ varroa treatment. Some mites will have survived the
autumn treatment and multiplied, and an effective second treatment will reduce them to very low numbers
before they start multiplying again next year. The winter treatment therefore has a big impact on your
varroa levels throughout next season.
The queen’s lay rate decreases with ambient temperature/season and so the amount of brood is at a
minimum in ‘mid-winter’. Most of the varroa mites are then thus ‘phoretic’ (on the bees) and not in cells, and
therefore particularly vulnerable to treatment. Most of the chemical strip treatments either take too long or
are ineffective at lower temperatures, so one of the oxalic acid treatments (ApiBioxal, OxyBee, Oxuvar) is
usual, administered by either the trickle or sublimation methods. Trickle is easier and safer, although does
involve briefly opening the hive. Sublimation requires special kit, has more HSE considerations, but the
hive remains closed and there is research suggesting it is perhaps slightly the more effective and better
tolerated method of the two.
But when is the brood at its minimum and thus the optimum time to treat? The books are varied and vague
(Haynes is silent, BBKA ‘in mid-winter’, Hooper and the NBU ‘a broodless period in November, December
or January’) and location/temperature will obviously have some influence. Prof. David ‘The Apiarist’ Evans,
a varroa authority writing from Fife, suggests that in Scotland the traditional practice of treating between
Christmas and New Year is too late and recommends late November-early December or in the first
extended cold period of the winter. Certainly don’t leave it until January.
Periodically check your hives to see that everything is as it should be, especially after very poor weather.
Finally, Christmas is coming so get that kit and those bee books on your Christmas list!
Ian Mackley
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OUT IN THE COLD
Having had a few messages from David Morland about a
colony of bees stuck on the trunk of a tree outside Finzean I
went for a family walk to try and find them and failed miserably.
I needed help. I knocked on a house at the rough location and
was met at the door by one of our ADBKA member’s Mel
Shand! Being a social butterfly she tracked down the person
who knew where the colony was within two phone calls. After a
brief conversation the location of the colony was reluctantly
released so I could assess their chance of survival during the
winter. Mel knew where to go from the directions and we left for
a walk with some of her doggies and her other half Hedge.
Shortly thereafter we came
upon the colony, around 5
leaves of wild comb attached
to the trunk of an old rowan
tree. Remarkably the rowan
also had a colony inside the
tree with comb and bees visible through a big hole in the trunk.
Both colonies were active but the outside one was clearly in a
cluster and had no visible stores. After assessing the situation I
reported back to David with the conclusion intervention was required
if the colony was to survive. I also asked David to call the person
who found them to explain the situation to see if they could rest
easy knowing removal would be the best option for them.
After gathering the required equipment I returned the following day
and met with Mel to get started on re-homing the bees,
unfortunately she couldn’t come with me as one of her dogs was
expecting a litter any minute so her priorities had changed. I was
going in for a solo mission in the wilds of deepest darkest Finzean at
7 degrees C…
As I arrived at the location the bees were still clustered and not flying, I set up the kit and gathered my
thoughts before diving in.
The removal went quite well! I cut the comb leaves gently and carefully checked each side of the comb for
a queen before brushing the bees into the poly nuc box - I think they were quite happy to be a bit warmer. I
didn’t see the queen during the removal operation, there was also no signs of brood or eggs, not unheard
of for this time of year but I’d hoped to see some small glimpse of evidence it was a separate colony of
bees from the trunk. I saved as much wild comb as possible using bands to secure the comb into brood
frames. Once finished I decided to have one last check for the queen on a donor frame I’d put in the box at
the start of the operation. Giving up hope I turned the frame over one last time to put back in the nuc and
there she was strolling around on the frame! I quickly put her in a plunger cage and marked her, she was
released back onto the frame and her workers gathered around to have a quick sniff, she was accepted.
Phew - task completed! I packed everything up and then tried to scoop the last remaining bees off the tree
and into the box before adding some stores on top of the frames and closing them up. They were picked
up after a few days and
placed in an isolated
At least fifty colonies of free-living honeybees
apiary until a brood
have been found in the grounds of Blenheim
assessment can be
Palace. Surprised researchers believe they
are an example of Apis mellifera mellifera, the
completed in spring. I
indigenous European dark bee that was
plan to do an OA vape on
largely wiped out by ‘Isle of Wight Disease’ at
them between Christmas
the beginning of the 20th century. Read the
and New Year as a
Guardian’s report on the find, at:
precaution. I’ll update
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/202
you next year to let you
1/nov/07/no-one-knew-they-existed-wild-heirsknow how they are
of-lost-british-honeybee-found-atgetting on, fingers
blenheim?CMP=Share_AndroidApp_Other
crossed I got to them in
time!
Thanks to David Lunney for this item.
Jenny Lewis
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BEE CABIN
BEEKEEPING SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Buzzing Off
This will be my last newsletter as
editor. From January next year, the
red pen will be handed on to Edna
May Pyle, to whom I offer my very
best wishes.
Graham

Apiary Site
I have a smallholding a couple of miles
outside of New Pitsligo and would be open to
one of the association members setting up a
small apiary on my ground. The site is
bordered by heather moorland so I expect
some decent forage is available. No
immediate neighbours and roadside access.
Any enquiries to: jamietr.43@gmail.com.
Keeper must have full insurance with Public
Liability, to be on a trial basis at first to check
everyone is happy.

WE’RE HERE FOR ALL YOUR
BEEKEEPING NEEDS
DESS, ABOYNE AB34 5BB
Bee Cabin will be closed during the winter from 1st
November 2021 until and including the 1st of March
2022. During this closure period, we will be offering a
limited service to beekeepers for the supply of bee
feeds, treatments and equipment arranged and
collected by appointment.
Thank you all for your continued support, we look
forward to serving you in store in 2022.
For any queries or to arrange collection please call
Colin on 07809229375 or email beecabin@gmail.com

EQUIPMENT

Jamie Tranter

•

Flat pack Nat. hives (W. Red Cdr.), OMF floor,
brood body, 2x supers, crown board & flat roof (w.
metal): £165

•

Poly nucs: £36

•

Brood frames (Hoffman) x10: £12

•

Brood foundation (wired) x10: £15

•
Hive tools (s/s) trad. pattern: £8
Can deliver locally.
Enquiries: (01224) 580137
aberdeen.honeybees@gmail.com

A Beekeeping Alphabet
L is for Law
There are four areas of beekeeping-related law that the
responsible beekeeper should know about and observe.
The first requires us to only use UK-licensed varroa
treatments. The second concerns the processing,
packaging, labelling and sale of honey, aiming to ensure
the product is fit for human consumption, is what it says it
is, and is labelled in an accurate and not misleading way. If
you jar honey, even if only to give it away, you must
comply with these regulations. The third obliges us to
report even the suspicion of any of the notifiable diseases
(AFB and EFB) and notifiable pests (small hive beetle and
Tropilaelaps, although neither of the latter are currently
present in the UK). Asian hornet sightings should also be
reported. The fourth area - of less immediate concern to
hobby beekeepers - concerns the import and export of
bees. However, if you are buying bees from an unfamiliar
and perhaps distant source, and especially very early in
the season, you should try to satisfy yourself that you are
not getting imported bees being passed off as ‘local’ bees.
Ian Mackley

